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You can also listen to the following message, and all subsequent messages which change every
Thursday. The latest message is available 24/7 by telephone or computer at:
Recorded Dial-In: 1.916.233.0630, Box 163
Refresh Browser for latest version: http://www.audioacrobat.com/play/WC4rwp5k
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And here is Djwhal Khul’s latest Spirituality Article, information complimentary every Thursday:
(Channeling begins)

Djwhal Khul here. Tashi Delek.
Alright. Increasing productivity is quite viable right now. Jupiter and Aries influences, a little bit of
Pluto influence, the Moon being in Aries after just being full. There is quite a lot of ripe activity
there.
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So as a spiritual being one of the things that you can invoke is that the Divine Will flows through
you, that you are just an empty vessel or hollowed vessel with Divine Will coursing through you at
full speed. And then literally allow it to look however it looks.
You might find yourself reorganizing the silverware drawer or something you think is not a spiritual
activity however Spirit may be very, very aware that that disorganized drawer has been distracting
your mind repeatedly or reflecting to you that your spiritual path is a little bit distracted.
So simply invoke Divine Will to course through you, to be an instrument of that Divine Will and
then the natural heavenly tendencies that are going on at this point in time will automatically
propel you into action that is most needed.
It’s also a very good time to record visions in terms of where you want to go in service to humanity
or in service to Mother Earth. What is the end result that you want to see or achieve or experience
and then you can kind of back track from there.
“How do I get to that step? Well the last step before that one was this” and you can backtrack. Or
you can simply hold the end result vision and again Divine Will will move you in that direction with
quite a bit of energy I might add.
As always, I hope you enjoyed the Spirituality Article information and I send my love to you,
Djwhal Khul
Channeled by Rev. Terri Newlon
www.TerriNewlon.com
(Spirituality Article, Transcribed by Micheline Ralet)
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